
IN CHINESE WRITING ALPHABET FOR KIDS

Zhuyin is the principal phonetic system used for teaching reading and writing in elementary schools in Taiwan. Zhuyin
has a total of 37 phonetic symbols and.

Sometimes the sound-meaning character gives us the exact sound and meaning. Thankfully, the ancient
Chinese had an ingenious solution, a solution that actually makes the language a lot more logical and simple
than merely adding endless visual pictures. Most Chinese learners learnt this way. Time-consuming, yes.
Remember: the more Chinese characters children learn, the more enjoyment they get when they associate the
characters with their meanings. Wondering how it can be so easy? However, there is a better way. There are
only around different syllables in Pinyin system, and there are more than 10, Chinese characters. From
Characters To Words First we went from components to characters. The step from characters to words is
where, dare I say it, Chinese gets easy! Written Chinese has no alphabet; it is instead a vast collection of
characters with distinctive pronunciation. Pinyin was introduced to help learners to know how to pronounce
correctly because it is hard to figure out the pronunciation of the Chinese characters just by looking at them.
When a learner reaches a certain Chinese level, pinyin actually can become confusing. As we know, Chinese
is symbol-based language. You have a shared alphabet and shared word roots to fall back on. From there the
beauty of Chinese language can therefore be enjoyed and appreciated. Chinese, on the other hand,
sucker-punches you on day oneâ€¦ but gets a little more gentle as you go along. These are two of the
components that make up all characters. Making words from Chinese characters you already know is easy and
really fun. Chinese characters are full of cultural insight and they are also a form of art. How cool is that? The
individual bricks are the components also known as radicals. Believe it or not, children learn Chinese
characters much faster than adults do. Some cannot help wondering if it is OK not to learn how to write
Chinese characters. Here's the really cool part about Chinese: Each of these pieces, at every level, has
meaning. I learnt this way.


